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About The Customer:  Geliyoo is a privately held Turkish multinational corporation specializing in 
Internet-related services and products, including search, cloud computing, software and online 
advertising technologies. 
 
About System: We are developing a semantic search engine, which will be available for the general 
user for searching the internet. Also, this product can be customized so that it can also be installed 
on a company's intranet, which will help the users to search the documents & images that are made 
available by the each individual and company as a whole to be available for general access. 
Objective is to create semantic search engine. For searching we need data from different websites. 
We need to crawl many websites for collecting data. Data is stored in a large data store. For 
searching from this data store it needs to index those data. For this all process we need different 
components for different task. 
 
The semantic search engine development process has following three major components: 

1. Crawling  
Web crawling is harvesting web contents by visiting each website, and find its all out links 
for fetching their content too. Crawler is continuous process for fetching web content up to 
nth depth of website. It is restricted by robot.txt from many sites. Web content mean all 
text content, images, docs etc. In short fetching all content from web that available in 
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website. We need tool for fetch all content, parse by their mime type and finds their out 
links for same. Crawlers are rather dumb processes that fetch content supplied by Web 
servers answering (HTTP) requests of requested URIs. Crawlers get their URIs from a 
crawling engine that’s feeded from different sources, including links extracted from 
previously crawled Web documents. 

2. Indexing 
Indexing means making sense out of the retrieved contents, storing the processing results in 
a document index. All harvested data must be indexed for searching from them. 

3. Searching 
We need component for getting efficient result of search query. For searching from large 
indexed data, it must be processed in speedy manner and return all relevant results. 

 
Our Role:  

 Understanding the client's requirements and created a requirements document 

 Selection of components 

 Configuration of all components in cluster based environment on cloud 

 Crawling and indexing of web documents. 

 Develop the UI for searching documents in web and define user specific setting. 

 
Technologies Used: Apache Hadoop, Apache Nutch, Cassandra, Elastic Search, Spring MVC, 
EasyCassandra, Window Azure 
 
Development tools used:  Eclipse, Ant, Datastax. 


